
【Urgent notice】Preventive measures against 

the spread of new coronavirus infection 
 

Thank you very much for using our ship. 

As a measure to prevent the spread of the new coronavirus infection, and to ensure that our customers receive 

the service with confidence, we will conduct temperature measurement for all passengers on board. 

Therefore, it is expected that more time will be required before boarding procedures, so please come to the port 

early.  

In addition, if you cannot cooperate with the temperature measurement, or if the temperature measurement 

shows a fever of 37.5 ° C or more, it will be regarded as a symptom with a new infectious disease, and we will 

refuse to board the ship. (Contracts of Carriage Passenger Transportation, Chapter 2, Article 3).  

 

●Implementation period April 13, 2020 (Monday) ～ For the time being 

  

●Implementation location Near the port window 

●Target person All passengers on board 

●Implementation content 

 

Temperature measurement before boarding procedureat boarding port 

⑴At the temperature measurement corner, the temperature is first measured with a non-contact thermometer, and depending on the measurement result, the temperature will be 

measured again with a more accurate contact rod thermometer.  

⑵We ask that customers other than the procedure representative also come to the temperature measurement corner and have the temperature measured. 

⑶After the temperature has been measured, you will be stamped out on the boarding application, so please complete the application on the boarding application. 

 （＊Please note that the boarding procedure will not be performed on a boarding application form without a "Seal".） 
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【Urgent notice】Preventive measures against the spread of new coronavirus infection (temperature measurement) 

Regarding restrictions on boarding procedures due to measures to prevent the spread of new coronavirus infection 

(temperature measurement) 
 

Thank you very much for using our ship. 

As a measure to prevent the spread of the new coronavirus, it is expected that it will take more time before the boarding procedure to 

carry out the temperature measurement than before, so the time limit for the boarding procedure will be limited as follows. I'm here to 

guide you. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation. 

  Down flight Ascending flights  

 Kagoshima 13：00～17：30 ＊＊＊  

 Naze 04：30～05：20 19：30～20：50   

 Kametoku 08：30～09：10 15：00～16：30  

 Wadomari 10：30～11：30 13：00～14：10  

 Yoron 12：40～13：40 10：50～11：40  

 Motobu 16：00～16：40 08：00～08：50  

 Naha ＊＊＊ 06：00～06：30  
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